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Abstract 

Blind adaptive algorithms eztract signals that overlap in time 
and frequency by etploiting their temporal structure, but ignore 
any available spatial (array response) data. On the other hand, 
direction-finding based methods compute the signal copy weights 
using estimates of the signal directions, but ignore information 
about signal structure. In this paper, we present two simple it- 
erative techniques that attempt to incorporate both temporal and 
spatial information in estimating the signal waveforms received 
by an array of sena0r.s. The first technique asaumes an initial 
blind signal esfimate is available, and uaes least-squares t o  ap- 
pwzimata the array response and refine the signal estimate. The 
arcond method ia applicable io digitally moddafed signals, and 
uses bit decisions made on an initial signal estimate to recom- 
pute the signal copy weighi vectors. A theoretical performance 
analysis of both a1goriihm.s i8 condvcted f o r  the high SNH casr, 
and some representative aimdation resulta O T ~  included. 

1. Introduction 

ONVENTIONAL techniques for signal copy that C exploit the spatial coherence of the incoming sig- 
nals can not be applied without accurate knowledge of 
the directions of arrival (DOAs) of the signals and the 
array response. In addition, such techniques make no 
assumption about the signals themselves, and conse- 
quently can not exploit any such available information. 
In response to these drawbacks, a number of blind adap- 
tive signal copy algorithms have been proposed, such 
as SCORE [l] and the constant modulus approach [2]. 
These methods exploit known properties about the sig- 
nals (cyclostationarity, constant modulus, etc.) to al- 
leviate the need for precise array calibration data. 011 

the  other hand, these algorithms may converge slowly 
(or in some cases not at all) and they have difficulty 
with certain types of signal scenarios. 

Thus, conventional techniques based on direction 
finding (DF) do not employ any knowledge about the 
signal structure, and blind copy algorithms do not use 
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any knowledge of the array response. In many situa- 
tions, information about both the array calibration and 
the signal structure is available (or can be estimated 
from the data), and it is obviously suboptimal to ignore 
either. In this paper, we present two simple suboptimal 
algorithms that attempt to improve signal copy perfor- 
mance by exploiting both the array and signal structure 
in an alternating fashion. The first method assumes a 
blind copy algorithm has been applied to obtain an ini- 
tial estimate of the signal waveforms, and then uses LS 
methods to estimate the steering matrix and revise the 
signal estimates. The second technique assumes digi- 
tally modulated signals and is decision directed, in that 
bit decisions made on a preliminary signal estimate are 
used to generate a new set of copy weights, and an up- 
dated signal estimate. 

In addition to presenting the algorithms and their 
implementation, we present, a theoretical analysis of 
their performance for the high SNR case. The Itera- 
tive Blind/LS algorithm is shown to always reduce the 
mean-squared error of the initial signal estimate. In 
addition, an expression for the bit error rate of the de- 
cision directed algorithm is derived for the special case 
of BPSK signals. After some background material in 
the following section, the two algorithms are presented 
and analyzed in Seclions 3 and 4, respectively. We note 
here some recent work described in [3] that closely par- 
allels our own. The main difference is that, while [3] 
focused on parameter identifiability, we emphasize al- 
gorithm performance analysis. 

2. Data Model and Relevant Algorithms 

Consider an array of m sensors, having arbitrary po- 
sitions and characteristics, that receives the waveforms 
of d narrowband (co-channel) signals from sources in 
the far-field of the array. The vector of complex sensor 
outputs is denoted x(t), and is modeled by the following 
familiar equation: 

x ( t )  = A(B)s( t )  + n ( t )  . 
The columns of the m x d matrix A are the so-called 
array steering vectors, and are denoted as a(&), i = 
1 ,  . . . , d .  These vectors describe the array response to a 
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unit waveform with DOA 6'i . The d-vector s ( t )  is com- 
posed of the complex wa.veforms (in-phase and quadra- 
ture components) of the signals received at time t ,  and 
the m-vector n(t) accounts for additive measurement 
noise. The noise term is modeled as a zero-mean, sta- 
tionary, complex random process that is uncorrelated 
with any of the signals. It is further assumed (without 
loss of generality) to be spatially and temporally white 
with variance ut. 

The general probleni addressed in this paper is the 
estimation of the signal waveforms at N distinct sample 
points S = [s( I ) ,  . ' .  , s ( N ) ] ,  using the received data X:  

X = A(8)S + N (1) 

where X and N are defined similarly to S.  This is typi- 
cally done by forming a linear combination of the array 
outputs, as in S = W*X. The ith column of the ma- 
trix W is referred to as the signal copy weight vector 
(or sometimes beamformer weights) for the ith signal. 
There are a number of methods available for choosing 
the weight matrix W, each with a different optimality 
criterion and a different set of assumptions about what 
Q priorz information is available. We mention two here, 
the least-squares (LS) and minimum mean-squared er- 
ror (MMSE) approaches. 

The LS algorithm finds the signal estimate that, in 
the LS sense, best matches the received data given an 
estimate of the steering matrix A = A(8): 

where in this cas? Wt, = At = (A*A)-'A*. If the 
noise is temporally white and Gaussian, then it is easy 
to show that S,, corresponds to the maximum likeli- 
hood estimate of S.  The MMSE weight vector is calcu- 
lated to be 

where R,, is the covariance of the array data, and R,, 
is the cross-covariance of x(t) and s ( t ) .  In this case, 
the weight vector depends on the signals themselves 
t,hrough R,,, and thus the MMSE method cannot be 
implemented direct.ly. Typically, R,, is replaced by a 
sample average, and R,, is replaced hy some other suit- 
able estimate. 

3. An Iterative Blind/LS Algorithm 

In t,he LS approach described above, A = A(6) is 
typically obtained by first estimating the DOAs, though 
this is not necessary since there is no explicit depen- 
dence on the DOAs in (2) .  In particular, if S were 
known (or an estimate S were available), one could min- 
imize (2)  with respect to A to obtain 

k = xs ' ( s s* ) - '  = XSt , 

rhis set of estimated steering vectors could then be 
used to form the LS signal copy weights used in (2). 
The outline of an algorithm based on this idea is given 
below: 

Use a blind copy algorithm to find a set of signal 
copy weights W, and obtain an initial signal esti- 
mate S = W*X. 

Treating S as a constant, minimize the LS cost 
function IIX - ASll: with respect to A to obtain 
the following estimate of the steering matrix: 

A = X S t .  (4) 

Treating A as a constant, obtain a refined estimate 
of the signals using LS again: 

S = A t x  . (5) 

3.1. Performance Analysis 

If we assume that S represents theerror associated 
with the initial blind signal estimate (S = S + S), then 
the resulting error in the estimate of A, denoted AA, 
can be approximated as 

A = A + AA N A - ASSt + NS*(SS*)-' (6) 

to first order in S .  Note that we have also ignored terms 
involving the product NS' since the signals and noise 
are assumed to be uncorrelated. Using similar first- 
order arguments, the refined signal _copy estimate may 
be approximately expressed as S + S ,  where 

S N A+N+(A*A)-~AA*P~~N-A~AAS-A~AAA~N 
(7) 

and Pfi = I -  A(A'A)-'A*. 
The final signal copy error thus depends on the ini- 

tial error in a rather complicated way. If we take the 
special case where the SNR is relatively high and the 
terms involving N above may be ignored, substitut- 
ing (6) into (7) leads to 

S 2: - A ~ A A S  2: SP,. , 

where Ps. is the projection onto the rowzpace of S.  In 
such cases, we are thus guaranteed that llSl1 5 IISII, and 
hence that the LS iteration in steps 2 and 3 will improve 
the mean squared error (MSE) of the signal estimate. 
This also implies t,hat repeating steps 2 and 3 will not 
lead to further improvement, since to first order, 

- -  
I _  s !2 SPS. = SPS.P,. = SPS. N s .  
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Figure 1 :  Performance of Blind/LS vs. Cross-SCORE; 

3.2. A Simulation Example 

In this example, a 6-sensor X/2 uniform linear ar- 
ray (ULA) with two 10 dB SNR signals incident from 
[OO, 12'1 was simulated. Both signals were BPSK with 
full raised-cosine pulse shapes and baud rates of 4 and 
6 samples per symbol, respectively, and hence both sig- 
nals were uncorrelated. An initial blind estimate of the 
signals war generated using Cross-SCORE [l] and the 
baud rate features of the signals. The root-MSE of 
CFOSS-SCORE basecl on 100 independent trials is plot- 
ted in Figure 1 (solid line) as a function of the nuin- 
ber of symbols (measured with respect to the source at 
0") used to calculate the weight vectors. The dash-dot 
curve shows the root-MSE that results from refining 
the initial Cross-SCORE estimate using the LS steps 
described by (4) and (5). The dotled line shows the 
theoretical root-MSE performance of the LS algorithm 
assuming a perfectly known array manifold (e.g., see 
[4:]). Note that we are able to achieve performance com- 
parable to the known-array-response case even though 
this information was not used by the algorithm. As 
expected, t,he performance gain between Cross-SCORE 
alone and the LS refinements is great,est for small data 
sets, and the improvement decreases as Cross-SCORE 
is able to converge towards its limiting solution. 

4. A Decision Directed Approach 

We assume in this sect,ion that the signals received 
by the array are digitally modulated, with known mod- 
ulation properties (z.e., pulse shape, symbol rate, e t c . ) .  
The algorithm presented in this section exploits t,he fact 
that given the sequence of (synchronized) transrnitted 
symbols, it is possible to perfectly reconstruct a noise- 
free rep1ic.a of the original signal. If only an estimate of 
thc symbol sequence is available (e.g. ,  based on prolirn- 

inary bit decisions), the reconstructed signal will differ 
from the original signal only where incorrect bit deci- 
sions have been made. Furthermore, the reconstructed 
signal could be used as a reference for computing R,, 
and hence an approximation to W,,,. An algorithm 
based on this idea is outlined below: 

1. Obtain an initial estimate of the signal by either a 
conventional DOA-based or blind copy approach. 
Demodulate the signal to estimate the transmitted 
bits, and use the bit decisions to generate an im- 
proved estimate Of the transmitted signal. Denote 
this estimate as SO. 

2. Compute the MMSE signal copy vectors 
~ "~ w = R;:R~~~ , 

where a,, and a,; are sample averages 

3. Compute the signal estimate S = W * X  

4. Demodulate S to obtain an estimate of the trans- 
mitted symbols. For the nth iteration, let the es- 
timate of the transmitted symbols be denoted by 
In. 

5. Using I, as the modulating symbol stream, recon- 
struct an estimate of the transmitted signal. De- 
note this estimate as s,. 

O. Set S o  = Sn 

7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 until I, = I,,+,. 
For simplicity, we are neglecting channel effects on 

the shape of the transmitted pulses, and we are assum- 
ing that both carrier and symbol synchronization may 
br. achieved. The performance degradat,ion due to syn- 
chronization mismatch can be calculated exactly as in 
the single channel case, and thus will not be explicitly 
addressed in our analysis below. Achieving synchro- 
nization for multiple co-channel signals is not a trivial 
task, and probably requires that some degree of spatial 
discrimination be used in ohtaining the initial signal es- 
timates. As W is updated at each iteration, the ability 
to spatially separate the signals will improve. and con- 
sequently so will the ability to attain synchronization. 
Thus, in practice, steps 3 and 4 of the algorithm would 
probably include an additional operation where carrier 
arid symbol timing are reacquired. 

4.1. Performance Analysis for BPSK Signals 

For BPSK signals, the i th element of s ( t )  may be 
expressed as si(l) = -tsip(t-nT)ej+c for some integer n, 
where p ( t )  is the (real-valued) pulse shape, T is the baud 
interval, s i  is the (real-valued) amplitude of the signal, 
and +i is some phase shift that we presume to be known 
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through proper synchronization. Assume that we have 
applied some algorithm to obtain an initial estimate S, 
and assume for simplicity that the BER of each of the 
initial signal estimates (the rows of S) is given by b. 
Under these assumptions, it is shown in [5] that if the 
noise is temporally white and Gaueaian and the SNR is 
sufficiently high, then s(1) is normally distributed with 
mean and variance 

m 11 (1 - 2b)s(t) 

I: N ui(1 - 2b)2(A’A)-’ . 
(9) 

(10) 

Assuming a binary pulse shape of unit power, the 
output of an optimal matFhed filter receiver used to 
demodulate the ith signal i i ( t )  at symbol n will be a 
complex Gaussian random variable with mean iiz,, = 
f (1  - %)si  and variance U:, = Xi,. Since the bit de- 
cision is baaed only on the sign of the matched filter 
output, the BER can be computed as 

where a() is the complementary error function. It is 
easily shown that 

where B, is the matrix consisting of all the columns of 
A except a(&). Consequently, 

where ai = a(&), and hence 

so our analysis predicts that the above decision directed 
algorithm will result in a terminal BER given by 

BER, = A0 2 (d-) (14) 

for signal i. The key quantities in determining the ter- 
minal BER are thus the SNR and the degree of spatial 
coherence between the signals. Note that for this case, 
the terminal BER is independent of the BER of the ini- 
tial signal estimate. Simulations have shown this result 
t.0 hold even for initial BE& as high as 40%. 

4.2. A Simulation Example 

In this example, a scenario involving two baseband 
0 dB SNR BPSK signals received by a five element A/2 

$ 1  b 11 

Figure 2: BER performance of decision directed algorithm vs. 
initial BER 

ULA was simulated. The DOAs of the signals were 
Oo,200, and the signals were assumed to be uncorre- 
lated, have the same baud rate (6 samples per symbol), 
and be symbol synchronized with one another (worst 
case situation for signal separation). In this case the 
initial estimate of each signal was obtained by taking 
the actual signal and artificially generating bit errors 
a t  various BER. A total of 500 trials (500 symbols per 
trial) were conducted for each initial BER, and the fi- 
nal BER of the decision directed algorithm was com- 
puted. The results are plotted in Figure 2 along with 
the terminal BER predicted by (14). Our theoretical 
BER calculation accurately matches the actual termi- 
nal BER, and correctly predicts that the final error rate 
is independent of the initial error rate for initial BE% 
as high as 0.4. 
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